Computational Attention for Event Detection
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Abstract. This article deals with a biologically-motivated three-level
computational attention model architecture based on the rarity and the
information theory framework. It mainly focuses on low-level and mediumlevel steps and their application in pre-attentive detection of tumours in CT
scans and unusual events in audio recordings.
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1 Introduction
The human visual system (HVS) is a topic of increasing importance in computer
vision research since Hubel’s work [1]. Mimicking some of the processes done by our
visual system may help to improve the existing computer vision systems. Besides,
there are evidences than some mechanisms that are involved in the human visual
system can be generalized to other senses, e.g. the auditory human system.
In this article, we describe a biologically-motivated three-level computational
attention model. Primarily designed for visual attention, we discover that it can be
applied to handle audio stimulus as well. We apply mainly the low- and medium-level
steps in event detection for medical images and audio ambiences.
Our model is described in the next section from a visual attention perspective.
Parts three and four present the low- and medium-level attention mechanisms and
parts five and six show two applications to tumour and audio event detection.

2 Visual Attention (VA)
In this article, we shall mainly address the low-level and medium-level pre-attentive
processes of visual attention. Pre-attentive attention is reflex-based and it occurs
faster than an eye saccade (eye movement) corresponding to 200 milliseconds for
humans. The pre-attentive detection of areas of interest is a fast process by opposition
with the saccade-based image analysis which is a “serial” and slower process [2].
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2.1 Biological background
The Superior Colliculus (SC) is the brain structure which directly communicates
with the motor command in charge of eye orientation. One of its tasks is to direct the
eyes onto the “important” areas of the surrounding space. The study of the SC afferent
paths definitively provides important clues about visual attention.
There are two afferent pathways for the SC, one direct path from the retina, and
another indirect one crossing the Lateral Geniculate Nucleus (LGN) and the primary
cortex area (V1) before coming back to the SC. Studies on afferent SC pathways [3]
showed that the direct path from the retina is responsible for spatial (W cells) and
temporal (Y cells) analysis and the indirect pathway is mainly responsible for spatial
and motion direction and colour analysis. This architecture justifies a separation
between non-colour and non-directional processing (low-level) and colour and
behaviour (direction, speed, ...) information processing (medium-level).
2.2 Attention modelling
Many methods may be found in the literature about visual attention and saliency.
They are mainly divided into two categories. The first one [4][5] uses locally
computed salient features and the second one [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] uses similarity and
comparisons all over the image in a global processing.
Our model of attention is based on the rarity concept that is necessarily a global
concept integrating the local processing of different cells, thereby belonging to the
second category. We claim that our vision is not attracted by specific features, but by
features which are in minority wihtin an image. Likewise, attention can be defined for
any other stimulus, e.g. our auditory attention is attracted by unusual audio features.
Based on a global rarity idea, we propose a three-level approach of visual attention
which is divided into three parts: a low-level approach which is exclusively preattentive, a high-level one which is exclusively attentive and a medium-level
approach which can be either pre-attentive or attentive depending on the number of
medium-level features.
2.3 Rarity quantification
A pre-attentive analysis is achieved by humans in less than 200 milliseconds, so
the pre-attentive model should also be very fast. The fastest and most basic operation
is to count similar areas in the image, hence to use the histogram. Within the context
of information theory, this approach based on the histogram is close to the so-called
self-information. Let us note mi a message containing an amount of information. This
message is part of a message set M. A message self-information I(mi) is defined as:
I (mi ) = − log( p (mi ))

(1)

where p(mi) is the probability that a message mi is chosen from all possible choices in
the message set M or the occurrence likelihood. We obtain an attention map by
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replacing each message mi by its corresponding self-information I(mi). We estimate
p(mi) as a two-term product:
Card ( M )




mi − m j
∑
 H (mi )  

j =1
p (mi ) = 
 × 1 − Card ( M ) × Max( M ) 
Card
(
M
)

 





(2)

The first term is the direct use of the histogram: H(mi) is the value of the histogram
H for message mi and Card(M) is the cardinality of the message set M.
The second term quantifies the distance between a message and the others. If a
message is very different from the others, this term will be low, the occurrence
likelihood p(mi) will be lower and the message attention will be higher.

3 Low-level Spatial Visual Attention
In an image we can consider in a first approximation that a message mi is the greylevel of a pixel at a given space location and the message set M is the entire image.
Nevertheless, comparing only isolated pixels is not efficient. In order to introduce a
spatial relationship, areas surrounding each pixel should be considered.
Stanford [11] showed that the W-cells which are responsible of the spatial analysis
inside the SC may be separated into two classes: the tonic W-cells (sustained response
all over the stimulus) and the phasic W-cells (high responses at stimulus variations).
Our approach uses the mean and the variance of a pixel neighbourhood in order to
describe its statistics and to model the action of tonic and phasic W-cells.
We compute the local mean and variance on a 3x3 sliding window as our
experience showed that this parameter is not of primary importance. To find similar
pixel neighbourhoods we count the neighbourhoods which have the same mean and
variance (first term of Eq. 2). Then we compute the distance between the pixel
neighbourhood mean and the others to get the second term of Eq. 2.
Contours and statistically smaller areas get higher attention scores on the raritybased VA map. If we consider only local computations as, for example, the local
standard deviation or the local entropy, contours are also highlighted but the textured
areas have a too high score. In our method, more regular a texture is, less surprising it
is and less important the attention score will be [12]. Achieved observations prove the
importance of a global integration of the local processing made by the cells. Rarity or
surprise, which obviously attracts our attention, cannot be computed only locally.

4 Medium-level spatial attention
The medium-level attention system prepares the high level image analysis by
selecting the first eye fixation point. The low-level step already highlights some
interesting areas from the image and sometimes, similar importance areas pop-out
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after a low-level analysis. In this case an analysis using other criteria than luminance
must be achieved. Three features are used for two-dimensional images: a simple one
(colour information) and two more complex ones (size and direction).
In the case of one-dimensional signals, only one feature is used: the size of the
detected events. Repetitive events with similar size have their global attention score
decreasing while events with different, hence rare size will be awarded with higher
attention scores.

5 Tumour Detection
5.1 Tumour detection using throat asymmetry
In this section we deal with tumour detection within head and neck areas in the scope
of radiotherapy planning. The main modality we focus on is the CT Scan which can
be directly used to plan the radiotherapy doses. The image volumes we consider go
from the upper end of the lungs to the middle of the head.
If the human body bilateral symmetry is not respected, that is most of the time due
to some abnormalities. For example, the symmetry measurement can aid in the
detection of breast cancers [13] or neurological disorders [14]. Asymmetry was also
used for brain tumours detection on MRI images [15].

Fig. 1. Left: example of a slice form a CT scan volume of head and neck, Right: 360x360 Logpolar representation centred on the throat

In the neck area, cancers are due to smoke and tumours first develop themselves in
the tissue which is directly related with this factor like the mouth, the tongue and the
airways. The presence of a tumour close to the airways will introduce an asymmetry
by pushing them in a given direction.
The cell repartition on the retina is concentrated on the fovea and that it
exponentially decreases towards the retina boundaries [1]. We can model a medical
doctor fast inspection of neck abnormalities as an eye fixation on the airways while
different slices of the CT scan volume are displayed. A log-polar transform is used to
mimic the eye fixation and to provide a first high-level analysis: the centre models the
fixation point and the logarithmic transform models the retina cells repartition. Fig. 1
shows on the right a result of a log-polar transformation from the initial image located
on the left-side. This transform allows us focusing on the airways in the same way as
humans do by fixating a position within the image.
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Fig. 2. Left: symmetry decomposition map for 15 grey-levels of a 65 slices CT-scan volume,
Middle: low-level VA map of the first 14 grey-levels of the left image, Right: Projection of the
VA map onto the horizontal axis i.e. the volume slice number

The symmetry decomposition is computed after resampling the log-polar image
into 16 grey-levels. For each grey-level mi into the M grey-level set the symmetry
value is computed using the following equation:
 Card total (mi )    Card right _ side (mi )   Card left _ side (mi )  
−

 × 
S (mi ) = 

 

 Card total ( M )    Card right _ side ( M )   Card left _ side ( M )  

(3)

Card(x) is the cardinality of x. The three terms represent the occurrence probability
of each grey-level within the whole log-polar image or only within the right-side or
the left-side. S(mi) can be positive or negative depending on which side of the image
the grey-level is mainly located. Moreover the difference between the right-side and
the left-side is weighted by the probability to find the grey-level in the whole logpolar image. As the logarithm provides increasing importance to the grey-levels
located close to the centre point, Eq. 3 means that if the difference between the right
and the left side of the image is high and if this grey-level has a significant occurrence
close to the airways, it will be very asymmetric, thus very likely to be an abnormality.
The left image from Fig. 2 is the concatenation of the symmetry decomposition on
65 slices from a CT-scan volume. The grey-level m0 has been eliminated as a tumour
is never part of the image background or of the air, thus only 15 grey-levels are kept.
Very clear values are strongly positive and the very dark ones are strongly negatives.
Now we have a map of the symmetry decomposition evolution within slices, we
can directly apply the low-level VA map described in section 3 to highlight the most
“important areas” which pop-out from the symmetry decomposition map (Fig. 2,
middle). Finally, in order to quantify the rare slices, we project the VA map onto the
slices axis and obtain the right-side image of Fig. 2 which shows the slices which
have a rare asymmetry.

5.2 Using an atlas: a priori knowledge integration
When inspecting the airways symmetry within a CT scan volume, a medical doctor
not only compares the slices he sees but he also uses his experience in this domain
about how symmetric the airways are in the neck area. In order to model the medical
doctor experience we set a symmetry decomposition atlas built on 107 healthy slices
of different patients. We can see this atlas on image I1 of Fig. 3.
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Low-level analysis

I1=atlas+symmetry

description

I2=VA map of I1

map

Medium-level analysis

I3=Projection of I2 onto the slices
axis

I5=final result

I4=Thresholding of I3 using T

Fig. 3. From images I1 to I6: low-level to medium-level analysis
The image is obtained by concatenation of the atlas with a symmetry decomposition
map of a CT scan volume we want to analyse. The black line is the border between
the atlas (1 to 107) and the symmetry decomposition map (108 to 172). The low-level
VA map can afterwards be computed on this new image. The result is shown in I2
(Fig 3). The white line separates the atlas from the result of map we want to analyse.
If we compare this result with the VA map computed without an atlas (Fig. 2), we
can say that the important parts are more highlighted which leads to less noisy results.
If some values of symmetry are quite rare within the actual symmetry decomposition
map but very numerous in the atlas, this means that this kind of values are in fact
“normal”. In this case, the occurrence probability will be higher than without the use
of an atlas, therefore the importance will be lower. Generally, the abnormal values
will be better highlighted and some normal symmetry values which appear as
abnormal without the use of an atlas will become normal by using an atlas.

5.3 Medium-level analysis and results
After the low-level analysis we obtain the graph I3 (Fig 3) which represents the
projection of I2 (Fig 3) onto the slices axis (horizontal). We will loose information
about the the gray-levels which are responsible for the assymmetry, but this
information is less important for detection purposes than for reconstruction.
We use the results obtained on the atlas (1 to 107) to extract normality features. Let
us call I3atlas the vector of the first 107 values from Fig 3, image I3. Experimentally:
T = mean( I 3 atlas ) + std ( I 3atlas )
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(4)

T can be extracted from the atlas and used to threshold the I3 image (Fig. 3). If
groups of values are higher than T, they will pop-out from the low-level step. The
results are on image I4 (Fig. 3) where only the “interesting” structures were selected.
Finally, a medium-level step can be applied using the size (in slices) of the
structures of image I4. Eq. 1 is used to find rare structures. The most two interesting
structures are shown in image I5 of Fig. 3.
We tested this method on 12 patients and obtained the following results:
Patient
A3
A5
A9
A10
A12
A13
B11
B12
B13
B15
B16
B17
Mean

Ground Truth
14-30
20-38
19-39
17-40
20-39
7-27
2-40
2-19
23-27
10-32
1-21
8-13 / 22-37

Detected
1-43 / 47- 65
20-43 / 51-58
9-32 / 61-64
18-42 / 57-64
24-38 / 55-62
8-22 / 47-56
13-40 / 45-64
5-16 / 19-24
3-11 / 25-27
12-18 / 20-28
1-7 / 9-22
8-16 / 23-42

Rule-based
1-46
17-46
6-35
15-45
21-41
5-25
10-43
2-27
1-14 / 22-30
9-32
1-25
5-19 / 20-45

Precision
37
63
57
77
90
90
91
69
22
96
84
54
69 %

Recall
100
100
81
100
95
90
79
100
100
100
100
100
95 %

Table 1. Results of visual attention tumour localisation

For each patient there is a “Ground Truth” column with the slices really containing
tumours. For patient B17 there are two tumours, thus we have two sets of pathological
slices. The “Detected” column shows the two more important detected areas after
medium-level analysis. The bold sets are the most important. We then use two simple
rules: we first dilate the set of detected slices by 3 on each side in order to include
potential beginning or end of tumour which are more difficult to detect. This rule will
also fuse some very close detected sets. The second rule eliminates all the detected
sets which have pathological slices within 55 and 65. After slice 55 the airways are
too irregular (as we arrive into the nose) or they disappear (as we arrive into the
brain). The symmetry of the airways is no more relevant here. After using our two
rules we have the results shown in the “Rule-based” column. The “Precision” and
“Recall” columns show the results using the precision (ratio of the number of relevant
records retrieved to the total number of irrelevant and relevant records retrieved) and
recall (ratio of the number of relevant records retrieved to the total number of relevant
records in the database). The final “Mean” line provides the mean of precision and
recall on the overall database. The recall results are very good and they have a low
variance. This is not the case with the precision results which have a lower mean and
higher variance. As this is a medical application, medical doctors prefer having more
false alarms and detect all the pathological slices. In this case the recall accuracy is
very important and the precision accuracy is not vital, therefore high percentage of
precision is not mandatory.
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6 Audio event detection
Following recent tragic events, public authorities become more concerned with
security issues for public areas and events. The common approach relies on video
technology and the security operators have typically to monitor tens of displays in the
control room. In order to help the security operators in assessing the situations, the
video sensors are more and more often combined with other sensors, for instance
microphones. Unlike for video streams, it is not possible to monitor simultaneously
several audio streams because of the “transparent” nature of the audio data. Therefore,
there is strong need for automatic audio processing techniques to detect unusual
sound activities that may indicate critical situations, and focus the attention on them.
In the following, we present audio event detection algorithms that are tested on
security-related sounds embedded in common audio ambiences. The audio events
consist in gun shot, explosion, woman scream, car crash, glass breaking and siren
sounds [16]. Since it is not practical to record these audio events in real conditions,
we adopt a simulation approach where the audio events are mixed with ambience
sounds, namely, train station, airport hall, sport stadium and street sidewalk [17].
Three ambience-to-event energy ratios are considered, namely –10, -5 and 5 dB
corresponding to loud, weakly and very weakly audible audio events, respectively.
6.1 Low-level detection
The low-level computational attention algorithm can be either applied directly on
the one-dimensional waveform (Fig. 4 left) or on a two-dimensional representation of
the audio signal. It is common to use the spectrogram in audio processing, which
displays the Fourier power spectrum (vertical) as a function of time (horizontal).
In Fig. 4 one can see on the second image the spectrogram of 15 seconds of audio
signal containing a centre-located audio event. The third image displays the result of
our low-level VA map applied to the spectrogram. This image is less noisy than the
spectrogram and let us see more clearly the audio event. If we make a projection of
this VA map onto the horizontal axis (time) we obtain the fourth image from Fig. 4
where we can see that the attention is maximal in the same time as the audio event.

Fig. 4. Low-level audio signal analysis for a -10dB signal
Within our database for the -10 dB audio events the higher attention peak always
match with the audio event. For -5 dB signals, the peak matching the event can be
first or second. In order to solve this problem a medium-level approach is needed. For
the 5 dB signals, the event is very weak, and, for some signals it is not possible to
distinguish the attention peak of the event from the rest of the attention graph.
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6.2 Medium-level analysis and results
In order to get the pop-out structures after the low-level approach, we use a
threshold equal to the mean of the importance graph (Fig. 4, right). As for tumours,
once we have the pop-out structures we apply the Eq. 1 on their duration (time size).
We then select the two more important structures and finally keep only the one which
contains the peak with the most important low-level attention score. Table 2 presents
the results for 6 events and 3 audio ambiences (side walk, airport hall, train station).
Event
Car crash
Explosion
Glass breaking
Gun shot
Woman scream
Siren
Mean

-10 dB
Prec.
Recall
99
96
98
83
100
62
100
74
95
98
100
29
99 %
74 %

Prec.
99
97
96
100
96
99
98 %

- 5 dB
Recall
97
74
58
69
97
34
71 %

Table 2. Results of visual attention audio events localisation for -10 dB and -5 dB

For the 5 dB ambience-to-event energy ratio we get 6 non-detections on 15
sounds. As there were non-detections, we did not compute their precision and recall
which are measures of detection accuracy. Concerning the -10 and -5 dB ratios, the
results are quite good in precision and even in recall which means that we may have a
good estimation of the beginning and duration of the event. There were two cases
working less well: first the “sport stadium” ambience where events were
superimposed to an applause period. As applause occurs just once in 15 seconds they
are considered as an event and there is no good distinction between the real event and
the applause (the projection of the spectrogram on the time axis does not contain any
spectral information), therefore we excluded this ambience where we cannot precisely
say if the event or the applauses were detected. This kind of problem could be solved
by using an atlas containing more applause. Secondly, the “siren” event is a temporal
texture repeating itself. Our attention model will award it with low attention scores
and only its beginning will be detected (high precision, low recall). This is coherent to
human reaction: when a siren starts we pay attention but afterwards we get used to it.

7 Discussion and Conclusion
In this article, we used a computational attention technique to detect events into
mono-dimensional signals as the symmetry variation within slices of a CT scan
volume or audio signals. Initially used for still and video images, our computational
attention model can also be used in mono-dimensional signals which shows the
universality of the rarity concept and of our three-level approach.
In the medical imaging domain our method can be used to reduce the number of
inspected slices. Moreover, a tumour reconstruction could be done by putting together
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the structures close to the airways and containing the most asymmetric grey-values.
For audio signals, we could use more sophisticated representations than the
spectrogram and even an atlas containing a “normal” audio signal for a given
ambience. But the most important part of the work is to provide a real-time algorithm.
This can be done by taking into account the history of each line (frequency) of the
spectrogram and compute the novel pixel attention.
Finally one may want to obtain the entire spectral definition of the event in order to
synthesise it and recognise it. An approximation of the spectral content of the event
could be partially achieved by subtracting the spectral intensity just before or just
after the event from the spectral intensity during the event.
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